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Staying safe

Little Haven– Monday 11th May 2020 – Keeping you safe

If you are worried about 
something, speak to a 
grown-up at home, if you 
can. 

If you cannot speak to 
someone at home, you can 
call ChildLine for free. 

Online safety:



Your learning for each day

Little Haven Group 2 11th – 15th May 2020 – Home Learning

Maths

TopicLiteracy

Learning should not take more 
than 2 hours per day

Please upload your learning to 
your Class Dojo portfolio to get 
feedback from your teacher.

For each day, you will 

find a literacy task, a 

math task and 

examples of WHAT A 

GOOD ONE LOOKS 

LIKE (WAGOLL)

And an answer page.

A WAGOLL is there to 

help you.

It is an example of 

what your work could 

look like and give you 

some ideas.

Included is an 

afternoon activity grid.

Try to choose one 

each day.



Little Haven Group 1 - Please read with your child for 10 minutes every day

Reading WAGOLLS and extra help



Little Haven Group 1– Week Beginning 11th May 2020 – Maths Introduction

Maths Introduction
This week we are going to 
learning all about Shapes!

Shapes are lots of fun! Everywhere you look there 

are shapes, so it is important that you know what 
they are!



Little Haven Group 1- Monday 11th May 2020 – Maths Task

Maths Task

Shape Sorting Game

Ask a parent to get 4 pieces of paper. Draw a square, circle, 

rectangle and triangle (one on each piece of paper). Lay them 

on the floor- these are your shape mats.

You have 5 minutes to go around your house and collect as many 

different items as you can and place them on the correct shape 

mat.

How many shapes did you collect and place on the right mat? 

Go again and see if you can beat your score. Maybe an adult in 

your house will want to have a go- can you make sure they are 

outing their objects on the right shape mat?



Little Haven Group 1 – Monday 11th May 2020 – Literacy

Literacy Activity
Jack needs your help!!!

The Giant keeps saying 'fumb' instead of 'thumb'!

Can you help him learn the ‘th’ sound?

Gold

Can you help him 
learn the ‘th’ sound 
by writing 6 words 

that have the sound 
‘th’ in. Can you see if 
you can think of at 

least 2 that have the 
‘th’ sound at the 

end?

Silver

Can you help him 
learn the ‘th’ sound 
by writing 6 words 

that have the sound 
‘th’ in?

Bronze

Can you help him 
learn the ‘th’ sound 
by writing 4 words 

that have the sound 
‘th’ in?

Practise

Can you practise 
correctly forming 

the ‘th’ sound in your 
book? Can you think 
of two words that 
have this sound in 

them? I will give you 
a clue- what do you 
have on your hand?

'Down the tower, across the tower, then 
down the horse’s head to the hooves and 
over his back'



Little Haven Group 1 Tuesday- 12th May 2020 – Maths Task

Maths Task
Name the shape

Can you name and colour
the shapes in this 

picture



Little Haven- Tuesday 12th May 2020 – Literacy

Literacy Activity
Can you write a note to the Giant from 

Jack to say sorry for what he has done?
What do you think he would say for?

What did Jack do wrong?

Don't forget...

Captial letters!
Full stops!

Finger spacing!
Letters on the line!

To Giant,

I am sorry for.....

1)

2)

3)

From Jack
Gold

Can you write a 
letter starting with 
‘To Jack, I am sorry 
for…’. Write at least 
two sentences about 
what he is sorry for. 
Don’t forget to say 
who the letter is 

from!

Silver

Can you write a 
letter starting with 
‘To Jack, I am sorry 

for…’. Write one 
sentence about what 
he is sorry for. Don’t 

forget to say who 
the letter is from!

Bronze

Can you write a 
letter starting with 
‘To Jack, I am sorry 

for…’. Write one 
sentence about what 
he is sorry for. Don’t 

forget to say who 
the letter is from!

Extra

Can you draw 3 
things that the giant 
is sorry for and have 

a go at labelling 
them?



Little Haven Group 1- Wednesday 13th May 2020 – Maths Task

Can you name the shapes?
How many …......

rectangles

triangles

hexagons

Pentagons



Little Haven Group 1– Wednesday and Thursday 13/14th May 2020 – Literacy

Can you remember how we write instructions? Can you 
write instructions for Jack that tell him how to plant a 
bean? Don't forget to give your instructions numbers!

Gold
Can you write 5 
instructions that 
Jack will need. Maybe 
you could try the words 
we learnt last term, 
such as, First, Second, 
Then, After that, 
Finally! Don't forget 
your capital letters and 
full stops!

Silver
Can you write 
4 instructions that 
Jack will need. Maybe 
you could try the words 
we learnt next term, 
such as, First, Second, 
After that, Finally! 
Don't forget your 
capital letters and full 
stops!

Bronze

Can you draw 
pictures of the things 
Jack will need to do to 
grown his bean? Can you 
label them.

Extra

Can you draw 
pictures of the things 
Jack will need to do to 
grown his bean? Maybe 
adult can help you to 

label them.



Name the shape
How many of each shape can you see?
Write the sentences in your workbook 

and cut out the picture to stick in.

Little Haven Group 1- Thursday 14th May 2020 – Maths Task



Today you are going to be 
learning about 3D shapes

Little Haven Group 1- Friday 15th May 2020 – Maths Task



Activity

Look for 3D shapes around your home.

How many of each can you find?

What is the most common shape in your house?

Challenge

Write labels for the shapes you find. 

Can you talk about them? Which 

shape faces have they got? Circle, 

square, rectangle, triangle.

Little Haven Group 1- Friday 15th May 2020 – Maths Task

3D shapes 

are NOT flat 

like drawings 

on paper.
3D shapes 

have sides, 

tops, bottoms, 

fronts and 

backs.





Today I want you to change something in the story.

It could be a character- Jack, Jack's mum, the cow, the hen, or 
the giant.

You could change an object- the beans, the beanstalk, the 
castle, the golden egg.

Or maybe you want to change the setting so it's not in the clouds.

Try and make it funny! Maybe the hen that laid golden eggs 
could become an alligator?!

Have a go at retelling the story with your changes. Invent your 
own actions for the parts that you change.

I’d love to see and hear your new stories if you can get someone 

to film you.

Little Haven Group 1–Friday 15th May 2020 – Literacy



Little Haven - Topic Introduction

Have you ever seen a giant 

before? Do you know what they 

like to eat? Can you jump further 

than a giant? Well this week you 

are going to find out as we are 
learning all about GIANTS!

Fee-fi-fo-fum,
I smell the blood 
of an Englishman,
Be he alive, or be 

he dead
I'll grind his bones 
to make my bread!!GIANTS!



Little Haven – Week Beginning 11th May 2020 – Topic WAGOLLs

Topic WAGOLLS (what a good one looks like)

Beanstalk painting

The jumping Giant 

challenge

Giants Magic Bean 

Soup!
Cooking with a Giants 

eggs!



Little Haven - Week Beginning 11th May 2020 – Topic Tasks

Topic Tasks
Please pick one preferred activity each day. You may want to ask your child which one 

they would like to do :) See the previous page for ideas and examples for each activity!

Active: Jump like a Giant!

Giants are really big and take very big 
footsteps!!

How big of a footstep can you take? Ask an 
adult to measure it.

How far can you jump?? Can you jump 

further if you have a running start? Let’s see 
who can jump the furthest!

Music:

Can you learn and 

sing this song

Creative: Egg cooking

Jack relies on his hen’s golden eggs for all the 
cooking he does at the top of his beanstalk. With 
an adult can you cook something in your kitchen 

that has eggs in it?
Can you draw and label a picture of it in your book 
and write how many eggs you needed to make it?

P.S – I heard that the giant really like 
omelettes!!!

Creative: Beanstalk 

Painting.
Using your hand print (you can 
draw around your hand if you 

don’t have paint) can you make 
your own Beanstalk and give it a 
name? What could you use to 
make the fluffy clouds? Is there 

anybody at the top of your 
beanstalk?

Creative: Giant’s Magic Bean 

Stew

Jack told me that Giant’s LOVE to eat 
magic bean stew! Can you help Jack to 
keep the Giant happy and have a go at 
making your own magic bean stew? You 

may want to change the recipe 
(previous slide) to make it extra magic!! 


